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Sweet Baby Memories
This site is geared to sharing the best and worst items to purchase for your little one.

Tuesday, March 14, 2017

Milkies Storage Bags & Storage Container

As many of you know I did a review a while back on some Milkies
products by Fairhaven Health. Their products have been great so far so
why not share a couple more products with you right? So here it is! Today
I am going to share with you the Milkies Breast Milk Storage Bags and the
Milkies Freeze.
First, the Milkies Breast Milk Storage Bags – These bags are great!
They were designed by moms that have an understanding of the
challenges that come with pumping and storing milk. They created their
bags to have a lasting hold as they have reinforced sides to keep the bags
from breaking in the freezer and they have a double zipper closure that
keeps the milk from leaking out. The bags were designed to also help
when placing the milk inside as they can stand up. This allows mom to
store the milk without spilling a drop! One feature I liked that I haven’t
seen on some other storage bags is that it provides guidelines for storing
the milk. This can come in handy if you have a babysitter or your child
goes to daycare. It allows them to know for sure how long the milk is good
for in certain situations.
The guidelines state if it stored at room temperature of 66-78°F (1926°C) it can be good up to 8 hours. When storing in a cooler with 3 frozen
ice packs it can last up to 24 hours with temperatures at 59°F (15°C).
When it comes to refrigerating them, it can easily be stored up to 8 days
with temperatures reaching 39°F (4°C) or lower. Lastly, if you freeze your
bags, they can store for up to 12 months as long as your temperatures are
at 4°F (-18°C) or lower.

Second, we have the Milkies Freeze. This storage bin helps you
from having to dig in the freezer for your bags of breast milk. It helps
keeps everything organized as well. It utilizes the “ﬁrst in, ﬁrst out”
system. On the top of this storage been there is a metal quick freeze tray
too. Once the milk is frozen you simply slip the bag into the Freeze
storage system through the slot at the top and the bag will fall to the
bottom of the storage container. When you go to feed your baby you
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simply pull from the bottom of the storage bin and thaw your bag of
breast milk. It’s as simple as that!
While keeping your breast milk organized in the freezer some other
beneﬁts are that the storage container keeps the bags of stored milk
protected from damage and prevents leaks. It is also its eﬃcient and
space saving design stores more milk in less space. The ﬁrst in, ﬁrst out
system ensures that the oldest milk is used ﬁrst and the storage bin can
be used with any milk storage bags. The storage bin can store up to 60
ounces of breast milk in any brand of milk storage bags as well. With all
this being said it also prevents contamination of your precious breast
milk!

This has got to be one of the best things I have in the freezer.
Before bags of breast milk were blocked by other items in the freezer and
I would have to dig it out or pull out everything in front of it to get one bag
out. Now, I can just quickly grab a bag thaw it and feed my hungry
daughter when needed. If you want to check them out, make sure to go to
their website to read up on other products they oﬀer or to make a
purchase! You can also check them out on their social media channels at:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube.
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